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Compliant effect of low-temperature Si buffer for SiGe growth
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Relaxed SiGe attracted much interest due to the applications for strained Si/SiGe high electron
mobility transistor, metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor, heterojunction bipolar
transistor, and other devices. High-quality relaxed SiGe templates, especially those with a low
threading dislocation density and smooth surface, are critical for device performance. In this work,
SiGe films on low-temperature Si buffer layers were grown by solid-source molecular-beam epitaxy
and characterized by atomic force microscope, double-axis x-ray diffraction, and
photoluminescence spectroscopy. It was demonstrated that, with the proper growth temperature and
Si buffer thickness, the low-temperature Si buffer became tensily strained and reduced the lattice
mismatch between the SiGe and the Si buffer layer. This performance is similar to that of the
compliant substrate: a thin substrate that shares the mismatch strain in heteroepitaxy. Due to the
smaller mismatch, misfit dislocation and threading dislocation densities were lower. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337633#
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High-quality relaxed SiGe layers, which are used
‘‘virtual substrates’’ for the growth of strained Si/SiGe hig
electron mobility transistors~HEMT! and metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistors~MOSFET!1,2 and the
integration of III–V devices on Si substrates,3 have attracted
considerable attentions. However, the large lattice misma
~;4.17%! between Si and Ge usually results in a high de
sity of misfit dislocations at the interface of SiGe and Si, a
threading dislocations in the SiGe layers when the epila
exceeds the critical thickness. Threading dislocations wh
propagate through the SiGe layer into the active region
teriorate the device performance.4,5 Several methods hav
been used to grow high quality relaxed SiGe films, for e
ample, compositionally grading,6 compliant substrates,7 and
growth on limited areas.8 Recent reports indicated that th
use of low-temperature Si buffer~LTSi! layer could signifi-
cantly reduce threading dislocation density in the Si
layer.9 It was speculated that the LTSi layer plays seve
important roles: it not only provides low energy sites f
dislocation nucleation and point defects for trapping
propagating dislocations, but is also involved in strain adju
ment. However, the strain adjusting mechanism of the L
buffer has not been shown experimentally. In this wo
LTSi buffer layers were used to grow high quality relax
SiGe films. The resulting films were studied using atom
force microscopy ~AFM!, photoluminescence~PL!, and
high-resolution double axis x-ray diffraction~DAXRD!.

The samples investigated were grown by solid sou
molecular beam epitaxy in a Perkin-Elmer system. A 60
Si buffer was first grown at 600 °C, followed by a LTSi lay
deposited at 400 °C, with thickness varying from 50 to 3
nm. Finally, a 200 nm Si0.8Ge0.2 layer was grown on the top
of the LTSi buffer at 500 °C. The growth rate for both the
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and SiGe layers was about 1 Å/s. For convenience, in
letter, the samples with 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300
thick LTSi buffers are referred to as samples A, B, C, D,
and F, respectively. The surface morphology and roughn
of the samples were investigated using a Park Scien
AFM in contact mode. The alloy composition and degree
strain relaxation were determined from DAXRD. Low tem
perature PL was measured at 4 K using an Ar1 488 nm laser
line.

It is well known that the surface morphology of epitaxi
layers is influenced by misfit and threading dislocations. F
ure 1 shows the AFM images of the samples with differe
thicknesses of the LTSi buffer layer. The root mean squa
~rms! roughness of the surface is shown in Fig. 2 as a fu
tion of LTSi buffer thickness. The roughness decreases fr

ni-
FIG. 1. AFM surface morphology of a 200 nm Si0.08Ge0.2 film grown on a
400 °C LTSi buffer with thickness~a! 50 nm,~b! 100 nm,~c! 200 nm, and
~d! 250 nm.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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14 to 1 nm linearly with the LTSi thickness varying from 5
to 200 nm, then increases slightly from 1 to 2 nm when
thickness increases to 300 nm. For the 200 nm sample~D!,
ordered and straight crosshatch lines are observed on
surface. Though there are also some cuspidal pits on
surface, the rms roughness is only 1 nm. This roughn
value is much smaller than those obtained from composit
ally graded buffers and similar terminate G
composition.10,11The crosshatch pattern on the surface is d
to misfit dislocations traveling at the Si/SiGe interface12 and
a misfit dislocation is normally associated with two thread
dislocations. As shown in Fig. 2~c!, the threading dislocation
density is lowest for sample D. The cuspidal pits which a
observed on the surface of the samples arise from the l
stress field of threading dislocations.13 For sample D, the
threading dislocation density is about the density of the c
pidal pits on surface (;107 cm22). For other samples with
thinner LTSi buffers, the surface is much rougher and
ordered crosshatches are observed. The huge x-rayv-full
width at half maximum~FWHM! for these samples show
later means that they have a high mosaic spread, prob
due to lots of dislocations and/or 3-d growth ~5roughness!.
The misfit dislocation density may be too high to obse
with AFM. For samples E and F, which have buffers thick
than 200 nm, the surface is just a little rougher than
sample D, but there is no clear crosshatch observed on
surface. In this case, the point defect density in the LT
layer may be so high that some of them annihilated a
formed stacking faults before the deposition of the Si
layer begins, then the threading density is higher and the
on the surface distort the crosshatch lines.

The samples were measured by DAXRD to confirm
composition, relaxation, and crystal quality, and the res
are given in Table I. The strain relaxation was determined

FIG. 2. rms surface roughness of the samples vs the thickness of the
buffer, obtained from AFM measurement.

TABLE I. Ge composition, strain relaxation, and SiGe~004! peak
v-FWHM determined from DAXRD measurements for 200 nm SiGe film
on different thick LTSi buffer layers.

LTSi thickness
~nm! Ge ~x! SiGe relaxation~%!

SiGe ~004! peak
v-FWHM ~arcsec!

50 0.1660.01 100620 35006500
100 0.1760.01 100620 35006500
200 0.1860.005 6263 1000650
250 0.1860.01 5368 1100650
300 0.1960.005 6868 1400650
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employing a high-resolution x-ray reciprocal space mapp
~RSM! technique, which allows a direct elucidation of th
strain status of the epilayer via a~224! reciprocal space map
independent of the composition of the SiGe layer. The co
position was then determined from a scan of the~004! peak,
using the measured relaxation. The SiGe peak from sam
D, with a 200 nm LTSi buffer, had the smallestv-FWHM of
all the samples~v-FWHM51000 arcsec!, indicating the
lowest misfit dislocation density. The SiGe layer fro
sample D was determined to be 62% relaxed. It was fou
that too thin a LTSi buffer~50–100 nm! leads to a fully
relaxed SiGe layer with very poor crystalline quality~v-
FWHM ;3500 arcsec!. In the~004! u/2u scan of the Si peak
from sample D, as shown in Fig. 3, a shoulder associa
with the LTSi buffer is observed to the right of the Si su
strate peak, as indicated by the arrow. The presence of
shoulder indicates that the out-of-plane lattice constant o
buffer is smaller than that of the bulk Si, therefore the LT
buffer layer is tensily strained. The tensile strain of the
buffer partially compensates the compressive strain in
SiGe layer, reduces the mismatch between the SiGe la
and the Si buffer layer and substrate, and contributes to
prove the quality of the SiGe layer. This mechanism is sim
lar to that of the compliant substrate: a thin freestand
substrate that shares the mismatch strain during
heteroepitaxy.7

PL has been widely used to study dislocations and
fects in SiGe alloys.14,15In Fig. 4~a!, the high energy parts o
PL spectra from the samples are shown. For samples A
B, a shoulder to the left of the strong Si TO peak from t
substrate is observed~as indicated by dashed lines!. For
samples C, D, E, and F, the peak becomes stronger and s
rates from the Si TO peak. Using a Gaussian fit to these
peaks, the positions of the peaks were determined. The
Si peak from the Si substrate remains at 1.092 eV, while
left peak changes position with the thickness of the LT
buffer layer. The inset in Fig. 4~a! shows the shift of the left
peak with respect to the Si TO peak as a function of
thickness of the LTSi buffer. At first~A–C!, the redshift of
the peak increases with the thickness of LTSi buffer lay
reaching a maximum value for the 200 nm LTSi buff
sample~D!, then it decreases slowly~E–F!. It is believed
that this peak is the Si TO peak of the LTSi buffer and t
tensile strain in the LTSi buffer causes the redshift. T

SiFIG. 3. u/2u double-axis x-ray diffraction scan of the~004! Si peak for
sample D~SiGe on 200 nm LTSi buffer!. The weak shoulder to the right o
the substrate peak, indicated by the arrow, is associated with a te
strained LTSi buffer.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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maximum redshift for sample D indicates the highest ten
strain of the LTSi buffer, consistent with the DAXRD resu
as discussed above. The energy band gap of the strain S
Si12xGex is known asEg(Si)20.4x.16 Thus from the red-
shift of the strain Si TO peak with respect to Si substrate,
strain can be estimated. For sample D, the shift of 20 m
corresponds to the strain Si on Si0.95Ge0.05. Since the Ge
composition of the SiGe layer on LTSi layer is about 0.1
the strain of the LTSi layer is about 28% of the whol
mismatch strain between the Si and the Si0.82Ge0.18. Because
of the smaller mismatch~28% less!, the misfit dislocation
density decreased.

The low energy parts of PL spectra are shown in F
4~b!. For clarity, the PL intensities are not to scale. F
samples B, C, D, and E, a peak at about 0.9 eV is obser
which does not show up in samples A and F. This peak
attributed to the D4 dislocation line. The threading disloc
tions in the SiGe layers, extended straight segments of m
dislocations, and threading dislocations in the buffer a
substrate are responsible for the D4 dislocation line.15 As the
SiGe layer in our samples is only 200 nm thick, the strai

FIG. 4. ~a! High energy parts of PL spectra from samples A through F
order from bottom to top. The peak to the left of the Si TO peak of
substrate may come from the LT Si buffer layer. The inset shows the
value of the left peak~TO of LTSi! with respect to the substrate Si TO pea
~b! The low energy parts of PL spectra from samples A through F in or
from bottom to top. The peaks are labeled as D1/D2, D3, and D4 disloca
lines, respectively. The inset shows the integrated intensity ratio of the
peak to the D1/D2 peak.
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segments of misfit dislocations and threading dislocation
the LTSi buffer are the dominating source of the D4 lin
Additionally, the D1 and D2 line~D1, D2! is from the dis-
location intersections.15 The integrated intensity ratio of D4
D1~D2! is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The highest D4/D1~D2! inten-
sity ratio in sample D implies that the misfit dislocations a
longest and/or the density of threading dislocations wh
are confined in LTSi buffer is highest.

LTSi buffer layer with different growth temperature
from 300 to 450 °C were studied for the growth of the SiG
films, too. It was found that the influence of the temperat
on the quality of the SiGe layers is significant and 400
was the optimum growth temperature for LTSi buffer. Tem
peratures below 350 °C caused very rough surface and
crystalline quality. Temperatures above 400 °C caused l
rougher surface and more defects.

In conclusion, the use of the low temperature Si buf
layer has been shown for the growth of high quality, th
relaxed, SiGe films, demonstrating the compliant effect. T
influence of the LTSi buffer thickness on the quality of th
SiGe layer was studied by AFM, PL, and DAXRD measu
ment. It was shown that the LTSi buffer could become te
sily strained and thus reduce the lattice mismatch betw
the SiGe layer and the buffer layer.
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